
Introduction  
 
Alfalfa, the world’s most important forage crop, routinely ranks as a top four crop 
in terms of economic value and total acreage in the US next to wheat, corn, and 
soybean. It was the first perennial crop genetically-engineered (GE) to resist 
glyphosate herbicide and was initially deregulated in 2006, and again in 2011. The 
potential for gene flow has been widely recognized since alfalfa is outcrossing and 
largely pollinated by bees. The Western US is a major exporter of alfalfa seed and 
hay and the organic dairy industry is one of the fastest growing agricultural 
sectors. Because of this, many alfalfa producers are impacted by market sensitivity 
to adventitious presence (AP) of GE traits. 

 
Objective 
 
Our objective was to quantify transgene movement from GE seed fields to 
commercial conventional seed fields to better understand GE pollen dispersion 
curves based on landscape level spatial distribution of commercial seed fields. We 
were also interested in examining the influence of variables other then distance in 
explaining the AP of transgenes in conventional seed fields.  

Results and Discussion 
 
AP was detected in the original seed lots used to plant the CON seed fields sampled. Levels 
were 0.23% or lower but did not exceed standard thresholds of individual companies. Nearly, 
65% of the seed lots contained CP4 EPSPS transgene suggesting us they might serve as a 
source for seed-mediated gene flow. Our evidence is significant with the spatial autocorrelation 
we found within the samples. Spatial correlation dropped quickly after 0.15 m suggesting plants 
nearby cross-pollinated.  
 
Not surprising, as distance from GR seed fields increased, AP% decreased. Based on our data 
we found that at a distance of 330 m from a GR seed field, 95% of our samples has less then 
0.9% AP. Greater isolation reduced the number of positive samples. At 602 m, 95% of samples 
had less then 0.5% AP, and at 2441 m, 95% of the samples had non detect levels of AP 
(<0.1%). Since we sampled field edges, overall field AP would likely be lower then our 
established thresholds. Our estimates were higher than gene flow levels reported in similar 
studies conducted in 2002 and 2003 (Fitzpatrick et al., 2003). However, our field sizes were 
much larger than the previous  study, which used 1 acre plots.  
 
Our spatial prediction map (Fig 1) and quadratic regression model indicated that gene flow 
decrease with increase in distance but that distances varied from field to field. For example low-
level AP of 0.02% was observed at 2.6 km for one field and 10.8 km for another.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Distance was not the only variable that influenced AP in CON seed fields. As distance increased 
between CON field and domiciles in GR seed field, proportion of AP decreased. The larger the 
GR field, the greater AP was. Distance from the closest alkali bee bed and AB abundance was 
positively correlated with proportion of AP. This may reflect the forage behavior of AB, which 
have a long foraging range and tend to avoid competition with ALCB. The independent variable, 
Field, had the greatest influence on AP. This reflects the complexity of factors that attribute to 
AP and the challenge of developing a one-size-fits-all isolation distance.  

Conclusion 
Establishing isolation distances to support coexistence of GE and non-GE alfalfa seed production 
is a challenging task since gene flow is influenced not only by distance, but also pollinator 
behavior, field size and other environmental attributes. Although we were able to estimate 
isolation distances in Walla Walla required to satisfy three levels of AP in 95% of our samples, 
we also learned that AP is influenced by other variables, which makes it difficult to adopt a one-
size-fits-all isolation distance even within a single valley. Our research supports the 
effectiveness of industries efforts to set up APS-grower opportunity zones, since these zones 
effectively reduce the source of GE pollen in the landscape, thereby side stepping the difficulty 
of developing isolation distances. 
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Fig 1. Spatial 
prediction map with 
AP%, Touchet Valley, 
Walla Walla County, 
WA. Light pink to 
dark pink refers to 
AP%, dark pink 
outline refers to GE 
seed fields, dark 
green represents 
open-range area, blue 
represents riparian. 
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Materials and Method 
 
In 2013, glyphosate resistant (GR) and conventional (CON) seed fields were 
mapped in the Touchet Valley, east of Walla Walla, WA. Fourteen sink fields of CON 
seed were identified at different distances from GR seed fields and seed  harvested 
in 2013. Seed fields were harvested by combine or hand, along field edges every 
30 m and within fields for every 15 m. Samples were obtained from seed lots used 
to plant sink fields so we could assess baseline AP.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To construct a predictive equation, the AP% was transformed to the logit scale, 
log(p/{1-p}).The relationship between AP proportion and  distance to GR source 
fields at 0.1%, 0.5%, and 0.9% AP threshold levels was modeled using a quadratic 
regression We picked our threshold levels since industry has established < 0.1% AP 
as a non detectable level and uses this standard for seed lots intended for AP 
sensitive markets,  but has not adopted a uniform industry standard for AP in 
conventional seed lots. Our analysis was carried out using the R software package. 
Kriging was applied to logit transformed AP using ARCGIS 10.2. 

GR 

Non GR 

2013 seed and 
original seed were 
assessed for % AP 
using a seedling 
germination assay 
and GR seedlings 
confirmed using GR 
immunotest strips 
and PCR.  

• Distance of sample from closest GR seed fields  • Area of CON sink fields 

• Distance of closest alkali bee bed  • Distance to riparian area 

• Distance of alfalfa leaf cutter bees (ALCB) 
domiciles in closest CON and GR seed fields 

• Distance to open-range area 

• # of domiciles in GR and CON fields • Elevation  

• # of alkali bees (AB), ALCB, and native pollinators 
in GR and CON fields 

• Slope, Aspect 
 

• Area of GR source fields  • Field  

The following explanatory/independent variables were examined:  


